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INTRODUCTION 

 
Around 70% of the earth’s surface is covered by oceans and seas. This vast area makes the study of the underwater 

species challenging and there is a substantial risk for human to work in deep underwater environment. Although 

marine ecosystem has been explored by many researchers in various depths, the knowledge of the underwater world is 

limited. One of the fundamental approaches to study the marine ecological system is to observe the behavior of 

various fish species. Marine ecologists strive to gain knowledge about the natural underwater environment in order to 

study their behaviors and aid their preservation. Nowadays, fish recognition is used to monitor marine life in 

contemplation to study about the quantification of fish species and their attributes. It is also beneficial in commercial 

and environmental applications as it facilitates ecologists to solve issues regarding food availability.  To acquire this 

biological information, the use of embedded video cameras has become widely common. Manually analyzing large 

quantities of underwater videos to find useful information proved to be time consuming and onerous. In addition, 

manual processing is intuitive, off putting and a costly task [1]. With advancement in technology, automatic 

processing such as computer vision or machine learning techniques can be used to recognize and classify the fish 

species accurately.   

The aim of automatic fish classification is to detect and identify fish species. However, working in underwater 

environment brings a lot of difficulties and can be challenging for computer vision. For instance, the visibility 

underwater is limited and due to the movement of the fish species there is a rapid change in background and 

luminosity. It is a challenging problem due to noise, occlusion and overlap of the digital images. Hence, 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can be used for higher accuracy in image classification and recognition [2-3]. 
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These networks contain various layers and are capable of accepting the complete image as an input and extract the 

prominent features for classification. Additionally, the system can detect and recognize large scale and multi oriented 

sample of fish species from a dataset belonging to unconstrained environment. Despite the higher accuracy, 

underwater fish classification based on machine intelligence is challenging as deep learning requires a huge chunk of 

training data and obtaining this data is complex and costly [4]. Moreover, the results of this method depend on the 

quality of the data available. It is challenging for any machine learning algorithms to investigate and produce quality 

results if the input contains noise, irrelevant and unreliable information.    

The rest of the article is arranged with the following 2 discusses the recent literature review, section explains the 

proposed architectures of CNN, section 4 describes the experimental results and finally section 5 concludes the article. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Fish recognition is considered an important aspect of environmental studies. In this paper the focus is on the main 

applications of fish recognition systems such as protection of endangered fish species. Mehdi Chouiten et al. proposed 

an underwater fish recognition system using classification based on shape, color and texture using the fish analyzer 

[5]. The dataset consists of 2700 images of fishes. The accuracy achieved by this system is 99%. Pelletier et al. 

investigates two deep CNN architectures, namely AlexNet and GoogLeNet, in terms of their efficiency in classifying 

images of marine resources captured in unorganized scenarios [6]. The dataset used for classification was obtained 

from the Nature Conservancy which consisted 3,777 images. The conclusion showed that the best results were found 

using trained models and transfer learning, where GoogLeNet and AlexNet gave 94.01% and 96.01% accuracy 

respectively.  

Spampinato et al. performed fish classification and detected fish trajectories to study their anomalous behavior [7]. 

The idea was initiated to assist marine biologists in conducting their studies regarding fish species. Fish classification 

was made possible by integrating two kind of features, texture and shape. Information about the texture was extracted 

using statistical moments of grey level histogram, spatial co-occurrence matrix and Gabor filtering. The shape features 

were derived using Curvature Scale Space transform and Fourier descriptors boundary histogram. In addition, by 

applying an affine transformation, the acquired images had the ability to be viewed in 3D. These methods were tested 

on 360 images of ten various species which resulted in an average accuracy of about 92%.   

Peiqin Zhuang et al. proposed the idea of fish recognition using deep learning, open set classification, fine grained 

recognition and vision-text modeling [8]. The dataset is the WildFish that has 1000 fish species with 54,459 fish 

images in total. A contemporary open set fish classification along with open set deep learning is used for fish 

identification in realistic situations. To differentiate between any confused categories in a pair, a new fine-grained 

recognition technique is utilized. The test accuracy achieved using this method is 74.7%.    

Hossain et al. proposed an automatic underwater monitoring system [9]. The objective of this monitoring process is to 

detect fishes, identify their species and to track the detected fish as well as observe their activities. This is achieved by 

using Pyramid Histogram of visual Words (PHOW) features along with SVM classifier, GMM based background 

subtraction method for detection and Kalman Filter to identify fishes. To carry out this experiment, data-set of more 

than 20,000 sample images belonging to 15 species from the CLEF 2015 is used. The accuracy achieved by the 

proposed system is 91.7% in still images of high resolution, 48.94 % in low quality videos for detecting, and 40.1% 

for in low quality videos for identifying fish species.   

Hnin and Thidar had proposed a species recognizing system to identify the species based on specimens [10]. This 

paper aims to study if the morphometric variation that exists among the different fish species will allow the automated 

taxonomic recognition of the species. The main approach is to utilize the Feature selection, combination theory, and 

pattern recognition for implementing the fish recognition system. The dataset had 1516 images that consisted of 20 

classes of fishes. The accuracy achieved in this method is 99.1304% using the SMO (SVM) classifier, 79.1304% 

using the MLP (ANN) classifier and 92.1739% using the J48 classifier.   

Jin and Liang investigates a framework for recognizing small sample size situations underwater [11]. The objective of 

this paper is to eliminate noise from fish images using an improved median filter and to provide an effective CNN 

based fish recognition framework. The dataset was obtained from ImageNet and the sample size was about 1000 

images in each of 1000 categories. The accuracy achieved by the proposed framework was 85.50%. S´ebastien Villon 

et al. proposed the idea of automatically detecting and recognizing the coral reef fishes in underwater videos using two 
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methods [12]. One, by performing the SVM (support vector machine) classifier and then extracting HOG (histogram 

of oriented gradients) features. Two, by using deep learning techniques. The dataset consists of 13000 fish images 

with 8 categories of fishes. The accuracy achieved using the HOG+SVM is 55% and the accuracy achieved using the 

CNN is 85%.   

Siddiqui et al. proposed deep learning techniques for fish species classification of fine – grained images [13]. This 

paper aims to detect, track and classify fish species without human intervention in underwater videos. In order to 

avoid a large amount of training data, a cross-layer pooling algorithm that uses pre-trained CNN is proposed. SVM 

classifier is performed on a dataset containing 2209 images from 16 different species of fishes. The accuracy achieved 

by the proposed automatic method was 94.3%.     Fouad, M. et al. has proposed fish detection and identification using 

the BAT optimization algorithms (BA) [14]. The dataset had 151 images that was used to identify a specific fish 

species - Nile Tilapia. The accuracy achieved using the BAT technique is 90% along with a positive result of reduced 

classification time.   

Rodrigues et al. addresses the issue of automatic fish species classification [15]. The proposed automatic framework 

uses artificial immune systems and the experiment is carried out in two main categories with complex datasets. The 

first set consists of dataset of 162 images belonging to 6 species whereas the second set consists of dataset of 48 

images belonging to 3 species. The accuracy achieved by the proposed framework was 92%. Miyazono et al proposes 

fish recognition using CNN and image processing techniques [16]. The dataset contains 1000 fish images from 50 

various species of fishes. The accuracy achieved in fish recognition using this method is 91.4%.   

In study Ding et al. [17] investigates several CNN architectures to identify which parameters give the desired accuracy 

and robustness. There are three CNN models who vary in terms of their layer type, pooling size, feature maps and 

filter size. The three models were trained using a sample of 22,437 images of 4 different species from the Ground – 

Truth dataset. The results demonstrated that as the number of iterations increased, CNN Model 2’s accuracy increased 

as well, and reached about 96.52%. The parameters that brought about highest performance from Model 2 were 

smaller filter size and higher number of feature maps on the P type layer 7. Kratzert and Mader proposed the fish 

recognition in underwater video by using CNN where the image is used as an input [18]. The dataset used is 8099 fish 

species with 10 distinctive species and has acquired an accuracy of 93%. Additional information such as the length of 

the fish and the migration date have also been added to improve its accuracy. 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

In this section, miscellaneous steps of the proposed system are discussed for recognizing fish species from underwater 

images. A convolutional neural network was used and trained with images from the Ground - Truth dataset. The first 

step was to regularize the training samples to a uniform size. Secondly, the training process involves selection of 

randomly selected training samples, to be inputted into the deep CNN models. Therefore, batches of fixed number of 

training samples were passed onto the convolutional, pooling and dense layers as small datasets each time. As the 

training sample is central to making the CNN model learn, detrimental effect caused by poor data needs to be 

prevented. This follows to the third step where weights were updated using back propagation for each small dataset 

batch. It halts the training upon approaching a precise number of iterations or when the error attains the threshold. 

Finally, the test data was inputted into the trained CNN models to provide an unbiased evaluation of the trained 

network and gain results of the performance of the recognition system. 

 

3.1. Underwater Fish Dataset 

The underwater ROV for fish recognition categorizes 5 fish species by collecting information from a video dataset of 

24971 fish images. Although this dataset is uneven as information is spread such that the most common species are 

detected 1000 times higher than the least ones, its ability to identify fish species is still relatively accurate. The fish 

classification methodology used video processing software to obtain the dataset. Each species from the dataset was 

then labelled manually, as instructed by marine biologists. The design methodology used around 10 cameras that 

recorded 12 hours a day during daylight. The fish detection component discovers the fish in the image and follows the 

fish’s trajectory as time progresses. The three important aspects that were evaluated in regards to the fish detection 

were bounding box, contour and trajectory of the fish. A tool was developed that made use of automatic algorithms to 

run on consecutive frames to give suggestions about the bounding box, contour and tracking. It also gives user the 
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flexibility to change these suggestions. Specifically, for this dataset the bounding box and initial contour were found 

by background subtraction methods. This made it possible for user to verify the trajectory of fish. The dataset of the 

five clusters can be found in the table 1 below. 

 

Table 2: Description of Different Underwater Fish Species with total number of Samples 

# Species No. of Detections No. of Trajectories 

1 Dascyllus Reticulatus 12112 4240 

2 Plectroglyphidodon Dickii 2683 1225 

3 Chromis Chrysura 3593 1175 

4 Amphiprion Clarkii 4049 1021 

5 Chaetodon Lunulatus 2534 536 

 

3.2 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

Convolutional Neural Network parameters play an integral role in optimizing the quality of the deep network [19]. 

They help in determining the over fitting or under fitting of the model on a specific dataset. In this section, various 

CNN parameters are discussed which were used to design the proposed CNN models. Firstly, as the output size and 

shape is impacted when the input image is passed through many convolutional layers, a kernel size more than 5x5 

should preferably not be used.    

Due to the iterative nature of gradient descent, updating the weights through a single epoch is not enough. A single 

epoch would give an under fitted graph, increasing the number would lead to optimal and further increasing would 

lead to overfitting curve. The right number of epochs chosen for a neural network increases with diversity of a dataset, 

however it should be noted that it cannot be increased to a level that will cause overfitting of the cost/weight graph. 

Large batch size increases the performance in terms of accuracy and regularization but should not cause overfitting of 

gradient descent curve as it is data dependent. Larger batch sizes are not able to converge as fast as the smaller batch 

sizes but have a faster progress in training. The number of hidden layers should be kept minimum as more number of 

layers would lead to an over fit and increase computation. Dropout layer, either hidden or visible results in the 

network learning independent representation thus it becomes capable of more generalizations and less sensitive to 

fitting its result to the training data provided. After training, the dropped neurons are replaced with their original 

weights.   

The dense layer is affected by the activation functions in determining how fast the network can learn and gives 

accurate results much faster as well as prevents overfitting of the neural network. A nonlinear and differentiable 

activation function is able to back propagate in the network to compute gradients of error with respect to weights. 

With a finite range like in rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function, gradient-based training methods tend to be 

stable but may result in problem of dead neurons. The leaky ReLU solves this issue by increasing the range of ReLU 

from negative infinity to infinity. The softmax function is used for the added advantage of the output probabilities 

range. The sum of all the probabilities equals to one as its range is from zero to one. When this function is applied for 

a multi-classification model, the target class has the high probability and it gives the probabilities of each class.   

Furthermore, the optimization algorithm Adam is used for large data or parameters. Adam is a combination of the best 

properties from the AdaGrad and RMSProp algorithms that provides an optimization algorithm which is capable of 

handling sparse gradients on noisy problems. Using an appropriate combination of the above parameters, the goal of 

the research is to minimize cross-entropy loss function as much as possible for better performance. 

 

3.3 Proposed CNN Models 

The presented CNN architecture of Model#1 starts with input image of size 64x64 as shown in Figure 1 and then the 

first convolution layer uses 5x5 kernel sized 64 filters. A 3x3 sized max pooling layer is applied to reduce the features 
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size to 3 times and then the ReLU activation function based layer is applied. The second convolution layer consisted 

of 3x3 kernel sized 48 filters and ReLU activation function. Following, 10% dropout is used for regularization. The 

third convolution is similar but reduces the filter size to 32 with a kernel size of 3 x 3. After which, another dropout of 

10% is applied. Next, the fourth convolution layer applied is exactly the same as the third convolution layer. The next 

few steps consist of a MAX Pooling layer of size 2 x 2, a convolution of 32 filters, 3 x 3 kernel size and ReLU 

function. The images are then flattened to a one-dimensional vector so that they can be classified. Finally the three 

dense layers are used with one dimensional vector features reducing to 512, 256 and 128 respectively to reach to the 

out layer of 5 classes. 

 

Fig. 1: First proposed CNN Model for Fish Classification 

 

In proposed Model 2, some changes were made as shown in Figure 2. The first convolutional layer of 5x5 sized kernel 

with 64 filters and ReLU layer is added, which is followed by a MAX Pooling layer of 2x2 size. Following, another 

convolution layer of 48 filters, 3x3 kernel size and ReLU activation is applied. After a 10% dropout and 2x2 MAX 

Pooling, the images are passed into the third convolution layer whose 32 filters, 3x3 kernel size and ReLU layer 

enable extraction of features. This is followed by another 10% regularization through the second dropout. The next 

steps are a series of convolutions followed by flatten layer. The fourth convolution layer consisted of 32 filters, 3x3 

kernel size with ReLU and is followed by the fifth convolution layer of decreased number of filters i.e. 16 is applied. 

It has 3 x 3 kernel size and ReLU layer which is also followed by a flatten layer. They are then passed through three 

consecutive dense layers with 512, 256, and 64 features where the last dense layer applies a softmax function, making 

it possible for the image to be classified based on its probability distribution. 

 

Fig. 2: Second proposed CNN Model for Fish Classification 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The experimental results displaying the performance of the two proposed CNN architectures can be found in Table 2. 

Epoch sizes of 10, 25, 50 and 100 were used for different experiments with batch size of 50, 100 and 250. The 

experimental results table is divided into three columns with Validation Accuracy (%), Test Accuracy (%) and 

Computation Time (sec). Various design parameters were changed and their impact on the level of accuracy was 

evaluated. A total of 23 experiments were carried out on model 1 and model 2 as both implemented with the mutual 

objective of identifying an optimized architecture. 
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The experimental results demonstrated in Table 2 and the test accuracies accomplished are influenced by the number 

of epochs and number of batch size. The number of epochs directly affects the test accuracy; as the epoch size 

increases, the test accuracy increases as well. On the contrary, as the batch size increases, the test accuracy decreases. 

Primarily, it can be observed that the best test accuracy, although with a relatively higher computation time, is 

achieved when the epoch size is equal to the batch size. This is the same in the case of model 1 (98.122%) and model 

2 (97.753%). The average test accuracies approximately achieved by model 1 is 95.64% and model 2 is 95.27%. The 

outcome resulted in an improved accuracy level than those found in recent literature. Furthermore, it provided a basis 

for utilizing CNN architecture in the use of underwater image classification. 

 

Table 2: Summary of results of presented CNN Models for Fish Recognition 

Model Batch Size Epochs Validation Accuracy Test Accuracy Computation Time (Sec.) 

1 100 10 98.848% 96.320% 39.954 

1 200 10 98.878% 93.116% 34.951 

1 50 25 99.585% 92.257% 122.076 

1 100 25 99.609% 96.333% 94.494 

1 200 25 99.550% 96.609% 81.450 

1 50 50 99.876% 98.122% 241.455 

1 100 50 99.733% 95.452% 187.926 

1 200 50 99.802% 95.087% 160.581 

1 50 100 99.545% 96.498% 482.914 

1 100 100 99.703% 95.644% 376.348 

1 200 100 99.956% 96.547% 319.560 

2 50 10 99.125% 93.405% 54.621 

2 100 10 99.125% 95.879% 44.610 

2 200 10 99.016% 94.389% 39.380 

2 50 25 99.575% 97.415% 131.543 

2 100 25 99.609% 96.271% 105.916 

2 200 25 99.797% 96.685% 92.170 

2 50 50 99.782% 97.753% 262.581 

2 100 50 99.842% 94.100% 210.820 

2 200 50 99.738% 94.429% 181.103 

2 50 100 99.807% 95.003% 527.902 

2 100 100 99.985% 95.092% 421.459 

2 200 100 99.822% 92.863% 360.943 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
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Underwater fish classification based on machine intelligence has significant importance in the field of biodiversity and 

study of aquaculture. However, it is challenging as deep learning requires a large amount of training data and 

obtaining this data is complex and costly. This paper proposed two deep convolutional neural networks models for 

fish classification which were trained with images from the Ground - Truth dataset consisting of 24971 fish images 

belonging to 5 fish species which were collected from a video. The accuracy achieved by the proposed framework was 

98.122%. In future work, the CNN architecture can be enhanced to improve the performance and the proposed method 

can be extended for real time underwater images dataset that has more categories of underwater species. 
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